
 
EACH: Executive Committee Meeting 

M I N U T E S 
18 April 2019 

 
Present: 
Sara Rubinelli  EACH President 
Marcy Rosenbaum  EACH President-Elect 
Evelyn van Weel-Baumgarten EACH Past President 
Administration: 
Fiona Whitelock  SAS Event and Association Management 
Keta Hunt  SAS Event and Association Management 

 
 
Item Subject Action 

1 Approval of minutes of last meeting 
Approved 

 

2 Maddalena’s attendance at the Presidential Meeting 
Following an introductory meeting with FW & KH, Maddalena Fiordelli suggested that she 
would be happy to attend the three president’s executive meetings, as well as the full 
executive meetings.  Financial impact of decisions/action points are often discussed in the 
Presidential meetings, so it would be helpful for the Treasurer to be present.  As a new 
Executive member, FW suggested that it may take longer for Maddalena to become 
familiar with the EC’s processes and topics of discussions through attendance only at the 
full executive meetings bi-monthly. 
Agreed Maddalena will be invited to the Presidential meeting in June.  Points relating to 
finances to be discussed at the start of the meeting to allow Maddalena to leave early, if 
she prefers.  Continued attendance to be reviewed by MF & the Presidents thereafter. 
Quarterly financial meetings to be reviewed. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
KH/FW 

3 Strategic plan funding & EACH financial status updates 
£6910 of strategic plan budget remains unassigned for 2019. 
Additional £8000 allocated for marketing to increase EACH’s membersip/influence, but 
there are no concrete plans for this currently.  Need to revisit marketing strategy 
developed by external company in 2016. 
Discussed whether it is worth ‘marketing’ EACH until the new website and courses are 
available.  More value in making product excellent before developing a growth strategy and  
marketing EACH to a wider audience. By comparison, ACH has similar membership and 
conference attendance but has a significantly larger marketing budget.  Need to establish 
aims of marketing first, so in the meantime, the £8000 marketing funds could be reassigned 
and priority placed on consolidating benefits. 
Agreed to focus on social media as a means of marketing in the interim. 
Development of the website resource database and streamlining/amendment ofthe 
website text content will need additional funding.  Following recent discussions, MR has 
agreed with SAS that new menus will be required for the resource database. 
Agreed rEACH budget can be used to fund 2 members to attend the next meeting.  SAS to 
ask Maddalena to inform Arwen of this decision. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
KH/FW 

4 
 

ACH/EACH attendance at the respective EC meetings - How we can improve our 
collaboration with ACH 
SR very pleased with monthly calls to discuss ACH/EACH updates with Kara Myers. 
Memo of understanding exists between ACH/EACH but may need to be updated so that 
points of concern are raised sooner (e.g. ICCH copycat conference, see notes below). 
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Past president of EACH has usually been invited to ACH meetings every 6 months.  
Questioned if this is necessary when presidents are communicating regularly? 
Points discussed during executive meetings relate specifically to the associations own 
committee.  Difficult for ACH to be broadly represented by one member at the EACH 
Executive Meeting, particularly when the representative already holds a position within 
EACH (e.g. Orit is also the Israeli National Representative).  May be more appropriate for 
ACH representative to attend the EACH annual general meeting, and EACH to receive 
updates following ACH’s bi-annual meetings.  Could suggest that EACH Presidents view ACH 
executive agendas/minutes.  Must ensure that both committees are informed of any 
significant decisions that affect each others’ associations. 
EACH would like to know more about ACH’s approach to equity & integration, so it was 
asked whether this could be raised in the next meeting.  EvWB is to look at the agenda & 
ask Laura Singler from ACH about this. 
EACH & ACH are forming a PEC liaison committee.  The EACH representatives for this will be 
Sara Rubinelli, Lorraine Noble (UK NR) and Melissa Horlait (rEACH member).   
Attendance arrangements to be reviewed following the upcoming ACH meeting. 
ACH agenda to be forwarded to SR & MR for any comments/thoughts once received.  EvWB 
to mention the EACH forum in order to encourage attendance. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EvWB 
 
 
 
SR 
EvWB 

5 ICCH copycat conference 
ACH already had awareness of ICCH copycat conference but was not mentioned in planning 
meetings.  Would have been helpful for EACH to be made aware. 
SR & Kara Myers agreed that copywrite will be purchased for ‘ICCH’, costing approx. $1,300 
to be split between EACH and ACH.  It will not be retrospective so will not be able to force 
any changes to those duplicates that already exist. 

 
 

6 EACH intellectual property  
ACH confirmed they do not have an existing policy or wording to share. 
SR & MR to continue to develop a policy, utilising online tools and existing publicised 
guidelines from reputable organisations (e.g. WHO).  Draft policy to be reviewed in the 
tEACH meeting. 
Will not be looking to copywrite materials, but any materials that are shared should be 
credited appropriately.  This must be reflected in the policy. 
Specsavers must sign an agreement to confirm that they will not disseminate any materials.  
Hanny van de Weerdt from Specsavers has offered to assist with draft document. 

 
 
MR/SR 
 
 
 
 
MR 

7 EACH Social Media 
Meg Chiswell is currently inviting potential social media committee members via email, led 
by MR.  However, it will take time for the committee to form and policies to be finalised. 
SR to continue working on a social media policy to encourage others to post via EACH.  
Policy to be presented to the Social Media committee by MR.  No direct advertising will be 
permitted.  Focus will be on utilising the EACH twitter account as a professional way to 
present items of interest, e.g. papers published or projects run by EACH members. 
In the interim, Meg to write some tweets but requires branding specifications from SAS.  
Need to decide who should design the artwork for the tweets.  Already agreed SAS will post 
tweets (approx. 3 per week). 
Promotion of rEACH Summer School & EACH Forum has recently been tweeted, and work 
posted by EACH members is periodically re-tweeted.  Twitter shows that EACH is not 
following any accounts, but this is a glitch.  In reality, EACH is following around 1200 
accounts.  FW has tried to contact Twitter about this on multiple occasions. 
Send MR information about how to access Twitter and see the EACH page 

 
MR 
 
SR/MR 
 
 
 
KH/FW 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FW 
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8 ICCH 2022 bid 
Rome (Italy), Dublin (Ireland), and Paphos (Cyprus) put forward for consideration.  
Indonesia and Quatar also suggested, but both are not appropriate for 2022. 
Rome proposed by Emmanuela Mazza (Italian NR).  Emmanuela is an external advisor at 
the proposed university in Rome, but SR noted that it is difficult to secure use of a 
university without a direct internal contact. 
Proposed venue in Dublin is not in the city centre, but is accessible via public transport 
(approx 25 min).  Dublin was the 2nd choice for 2020, but venue proposed was new and 
centrally located.  Not selected for 2020 as more expensive than Vienna bid. 
Paphos was put forward in 2018.  The proposed venue is a hotel so it is unlikely that they 
will have a sufficient number of conference rooms available.  Hotel is 10 minutes drive from 
the city, with no public transport available.  Flights to Cyprus are also more limited. 
Australia put an expression of interest forward for 2020, but not 2022. 
Venue will need to be selected by September 2020.  SAS to discuss altternative venues in 
Dublin with Eva Doherty, and ask Emmanuela for more details on the Rome proposal. 
For future venue selection, may consider thinking more strategically about where the 
conference should be hosted, then contact local representatives/members if required to 
assist with sourcing a University venue. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
KH/FW 

9 Short reminder of the rules/policy around (co)chairs/deputy chairs 
Not discussed at this meeting 

 
 

10 EACH new courses 
Confirmed that budget can be made available for developing new courses, but need to 
confirm cost before full assessment/financial plan can be made. 
Aiming to develop courses that can be put together quickly and are likely to cost relatively 
little.  Need to confirm whether the course coordinator will assess the finished product or 
another EACH member who has assisted previously will provide impartial quality control. 
Clinician’s courses will not require a large budget so should be prioritised.  Jane Ege Mø to 
talk to Sandra Winterburn in order to establish potential costs. 
Need to confirm whether EACH will  pay for finished product of a developed course, or pay 
the course leaders/developers for their time.  By paying rather than asking for volunteers, 
EACH will ensure that the work is prioritised and completed within an agreed timescale.  
Fixed rate of £80 per hour already agreed for outsourcing. 
EvWB to confirm with course leaders/developers the anticipated timescale and cost. 
During upcoming course meeting, need to establish criteria for courses and who will 
undertake quality control.  Costs can then be estimated more accurately. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EvWB 
 

11 Summer Event (EACH Forum) & rEACH summer school 
rEACH Summer School application deadline extended until 3rd May. 
EACH Forum is confirmed and will be going ahead.  A total of 69 submissions were received, 
of which 32 were workshops.  Looking to select 12 workshops, so those that are not 
accepted will be offered a poster with optional oral presentation to try and encourage 
extra attendance. 

 
 

12 AOB 
PEC Advert 
Advert required every 3 weeks.  Next submission due in May - advertise EACH institutional 
membership.  MR to reuse previous advert about membership (instituational membership 
offer is effectively 5 members for the price of 4). 
June issue will include Sara’s paper plus pEACH info, so agreed to use advert for full 
membership. 
SR advised that adverts can simply be worded differently/more briefly, and do not 
necessarily have to include new content. 
 

 
 
 
MR 
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External Event Funding 
MR would support offering grants/’seed money’ for those wishing to organise networking 
events wihin other countries in order to expansd membership and support networks.   
Given the scale of financial support available, concern that EACH’s funding would not have 
significant impact on the event, so support with offering marketing or speakers might be 
more appropriate?  
Annual activities fund could be repurposed as funding for networking events. 
Policy would need to state that a nominal cost can be offered but that it is not intended to 
fund an event in it’s entirity. 
Requires further discussion. 

13 Next meetings 
May 28th @ 2:30pm CET – Full executive meeting 
June 19th @ 4:00pm CET – Presidential executive meeting 
July 16th @ 4:30pm CET – Full executive meeting 

 

 


